Social Science Vocabulary Crossword
Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.
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Across
1. show the exact meaning
of something
4. not taking sides
8. the study of numerical
data
11. national (rather than
state or local)
government
13. full grown
16. a sheet of something
piled on top of other
(often similar) coatings
17. the frequency with which
something happens
18. (possibly hidden or
harmful) design or plan
20. to push something into
an opening
22. to leave something or
completely give it up

24. arrangements for a place
to stay (or to fit someone
into a schedule)
26. fully committed
30. knowledge based on
experience, not theory
33. limited
34. male or female
35. able to last over a long
period of time
36. favorably inclined, willing
to
37. to make something
better
38. the other side of a
question
39. a group of states or
nations joined loosely
together

Down
2. belonging to a minority
nationality or racial group
3. for someone else's
benefit, or as their
representative
5. to speak for a cause
6. to give credit
7. in general, looking at the
whole picture
9. an expression of
opposing ideas (in which
both cannot be true)
10. governing authority
12. to take advantage of or
use fully (& maybe
unfairly)

disposed to
advocate
diminished
panel
definite
behalf
federal
abandon
attribute
converted
approximated
deviation
empirical
accommodation
scheme
termination
ethnic
converse
devoted
denote
enhance
insert
interval
layer
gender
sustainable
overall
exploit
mature
dispose of
federation
finite
contradiction
controversy
contradict
regime
statistics
channel
neutral

14. to speak against or
oppose
15. to get rid of
19. a river bed or other area
that guides water flow
21. changed
23. an issue that causes
strong disagreement
25. end
27. reduced
28. getting off course
29. a group of people who
discuss or judge an issue
31. estimated
32. clear and certain
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